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The providence of the first book published in an emerging area of study is that it 
exponentially triggers off publications in the area it ostensibly inaugurates. 
Deepak Kumar’s book Science and Raj was first published in 1995, and high-
lighted a decade’s preoccupation with the politics of scientific knowledge in 
colonial India that had emerged as a central research theme in India and else-
where in the 1980s. While “science and society” had been a frame for the study 
of the history of science in India since the 1950s, it was one elaborated upon by a 
microscopic minority of historians of science working in the field and struggling 
to anchor its concerns and questions in the landscape of South Asian history 
writing. The moment did arrive in the 1980s when scholars from a diversity of 
disciplinary backgrounds in India and Europe, followed later by the United 
States, began to prise open the black box of science, technology and politics and 
address the relationship between colonialism and scientific knowledge. Breaking 
away from a broadly positivist conception of science, these studies sought to 
address a larger set of questions about the relationship between the expansion of 
modern European science and the political project of imperialism. Similar re-
search efforts were undertaken for other non-Western culture areas and experi-
ences and these networks coalesced into what has come to be better known as the 
“Science and Empires” network, the idea for which began to take shape at an 
Indo-French conference that took place in New Delhi in 1985.  
The first edition of Kumar’s book was thus amongst the early books on the 
subject, even while several of the chapters that appeared in the book were pub-
lished in the mid to late 1980s, when the field was fast developing into an im-
portant research theme in the history of the non-Western sciences. The book has 
since been through several impressions and the publishers have now brought out 
a second edition, which comprises a marginally modified first chapter and an 
additional chapter that extends the discussion from “Victorian India” up to 1947, 
the commencement of decolonization. Reading the book after more than a decade 
after its first edition appeared, what became evidently clear was how much of the 
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social theory that undergirds the history of science in South Asia had changed, 
and we naturally expected this to be reflected in the new introduction to the book. 
Further several unsettled issues that marked the 1990s may have found some 
closure and ought to have been discussed or reviewed in the new introduction. 
But the author has begged off in his preface: “Full revision was not possible”, nor 
expected, but possibly some revision should have been anticipated.  
To begin with, it has been difficult to pin down the role of technology in the 
expansion of the colonial project. Does Kumar agree with Headrick’s technologi-
cal determinist interpretation or does he to commit himself to the supremacy of 
politics in the technological realm. Apparently he steers clear of all varieties of 
the “constructivist” perspectives of technology that have marked the literature of 
the last three decades. Furthermore, the notion of modernity or development is 
never reflexively interrogated in the light of the debates and major challenges 
posed by sociologically oriented history that has compelled, in turn, a revision of 
an uncritical notion of modernity and development theory and its cognate version 
of the history of science that dictates several of the issues raised in the first chap-
ter and sets the frames for the very responses. Consequently, Kumar must carry 
the burden of the standard version of modernist history of science that severely 
constrains the articulation of a broader thesis on science and colonialism. This 
also explains the difficulty encountered in disentangling himself from a web of 
his own weaving when discussing Pyenson on science and imperialism. In this 
discussion the epistemic aspects of nineteenth-century science run alongside its 
political aspects, without either confronting or disentangling the Pyensonian 
argument. On the other hand Kumar moves sideways in suggesting that the nature 
of colonial science is such that the two cannot be separated. 
Evidently the sciences that he largely construes in his discussion are what he 
calls the “imperial sciences” or the “field sciences”, as some historians of science 
have pointed out. Perhaps there was something to learn from Foucault, that for-
midable theorist of knowledge-power, who admitted that even though the “great 
empirical knowledge that covered the things of the world ...” that co-evolved 
with the “economic and political conquest” of the world had its operating model 
in the Inquisition, it was able to develop “technique” that liberated it from the 
“inquisitorial procedure”. On the other hand the human sciences remained 
grounded in the “examination” that has been unable to distance itself from “dis-
ciplinary power”.1 
Furthermore, colonial science for Kumar lacks sovereignty that was all the 
more encumbered by the rise of colonial power. So, colonial power conditioned 
scientific knowledge. Yet, he says that this science was not derivative either—a 
highly loaded term that I shall not elaborate upon. Surely it was not derivative, 
but then the account has to be sensitive to the nature of the institutionalization of 
                                                 
1 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, translated from 
the French by Alan Sheridan, Harmondsworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1977, p. 226. 
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science, which once established acquires a relative autonomy, one that is a pre-
requisite for the performance of science. Without this relative autonomy it would 
not be possible to explain the emergence of “national scientific traditions” within 
the colonial rubric and contesting the same. The notion of what is meant by de-
rivative science is not elaborated, but more interestingly the work does not en-
gage with the processes of attenuation, cultural redefinition, domestication, natu-
ralization or hybridization—all of which depart from the osmotic metaphor of the 
transmission of scientific knowledge. But these are issues that have been well 
debated and I would like to flag up two more points germane to the second edi-
tion of the book, though I would not hold the same for the first edition. 
The first is the persistence of an obsolete historiography of pre-colonial sci-
ence, present in the previous edition as well, that are encountered towards the end 
of the first chapter pertaining to science in India before colonialism. This histori-
ography was founded on the tropes of decline and a notion of an “Indian” tradi-
tion that was impervious to modern influences. This frame has for more than two 
decades been seen as unconstructive in understanding the pre-colonial period and 
has been critiqued from historical sociological accounts of “alternate moderni-
ties” and “multiple modernities”. The new histories of science and knowledge 
depart considerably from the received picture so much so that Kumar’s remarks 
on the subject may be said to belong to the pre-history of the current discourse on 
the subject. None of the new historical work that has transformed our understand-
ing of pre-colonial South Asia informs the discussion concerning knowledge or 
science in South Asia before colonialism—perhaps some reflexive engagement 
with the conceptual categories employed would have proved beneficial. Second-
ly, the author refuses to engage with recent scholarship that differs substantially 
with his aperçus or the spirit of his work—at best there is a cursory mention of 
that work as a passing remark that does not even gesture in a footnote to the work 
of the scholars concerned. To take a case in point, the papers and books of Shiv 
Visvanathan, Zaheer Baber and Gyan Prakash,2 among several others, markedly 
differ on important points with Kumar’s reading, but in the book under discus-
sion there is little engagement with their writing. This is a matter of choice, of 
course. Nevertheless, an engagement with these other viewpoints would only 
have extended the shelf-life of a book rich in historical detail and which histori-
ans of science open to be surprised by a new nuance or historical fragment that 
would inspire further research. 
 
                                                 
2 Shiv Visvanathan, Organizing for Science, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985; 
Zaheer Baber, The Science of Empire: Scientific Knowledge, Civilization and Colonial 
Rule in India, New York: State University Press, 1996; Gyan Prakash, Another Reason: 
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